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Things to Consider….

As lean hog futures in the nearby summer months
appear to take a small breather, deferred months
like Oct and Dec continue to price in significant
premiums associated with projections for increased
exports later in 2019.
Pork Cut-out vales illustrated to the right indicate
pork continue to move seasonally higher and is
tracking a very similar pattern to 2013. In that year
the preliminary impacts of PED were beginning to
take effect with the obvious big impact not coming
until 2014.
The USDA National Carlot Pork Report shown here
shows that pork value in 2019 (red line) are the
second highest levels seen in the past decade.
And although slaughter and pork production
continue to come in at record levels, prices are
trading steady to firm, which is very typical for this
time of year.
If pork values continue to move in the right
direction further strength is expected in cash
markets which will provide strong pricing options
for producers who may not have had the
opportunity to contract any production.
For any producers still able to forward contract
production for the 4th quarter of 2019, it is
recommended to have 50% of production hedged
for that periods are risks still exist based on what is
expected to be the largest slaughter and production
quarter experienced in US history.

Weekly Hog Price Recap
Regional and national cash hogs were primarily higher
throughout the week, with only Wednesday reported
modestly lower amid the weakest daily bid volume in
the last week. Cash bid volume was generally considered
moderate. CME cash by comparison reported daily gains
throughout, however day-to-day moves were more
moderate in value. Wholesale pork values reported
another strong week, as all primals improved bringing
pork cutout $3.04/cwt higher than the previous week's
average.
Monitored Canadian hog markets were generally $2-6/hog higher on stronger US cash hog markets and
the firming BoC exchange. Markets derived from regional pricing improved the most, with the Sig 3 up
nearly $6/hog to pull the Sig 5 more than $4.50/hog higher from a week earlier. The OlyW 17 was also up
more than $4/hog. The OlyW 19, Sig 4 and values out of Ontario were up near $3.50/hog, while those out
of Quebec were up more than $2.50/hog. In the US, Tyson values were up only modestly while JM values
improved near $6.50/hog.

Weekly Hog Margins
Another week of improvements on overall hog values helped strengthen margins again this week
however have slowed in pace from the recent weeks of late March/early April. Canadian farrow-to-finish
feed costs helped modestly with costs $0.25/hog lower, while those in the monitored US regions were
stable to slightly higher.
Hog margins based off the Sig 5 improved the most, up $5/hog, followed closely by those calculated out
of OlyW 17 which were up near $4.50/hog. OlyW 19 and Sig 4 hog margins were up $4/hog, while
Quebec and Ontario margins improved $3-$3.50/hog. In the US, Tyson margins strengthened shy of
$1/hog while JM margins were calculated more than $6/hog higher.

US Regional Margins –

Tyson $ 40.65 USD X 1.3357 = $ 54.30 in Canadian Dollars
Morrell $ 42.93 USD X 1.3357 = $ 57.34 in Canadian Dollars
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